TODAY IN APIs: TRAVELPORT EXPANDS UNIVERSAL API AVAILABILITY TO INDIA

Brief, Travel, Weather

Travelport has expanded its Universal API for availability in India. Iteris enhances its ClearPath Ag cloud platform with an expanded API. Plus: Pin Payments introduces a programmable bank transfer API.

Travelport's Universal API Now Available in India

Travelport, leading travel commerce platform, has announced availability of its Universal API in India. The Universal API offers inventories for accommodation providers, low-cost and full-service carriers, high-speed rail suppliers, and other ancillary services.

The API was previously available in 90 countries around the world, and the company is already in talks with 12 travel companies in India regarding the API.

“We are happy to launch the Travelport Universal API in India as developers in the region see the value in this unique technology, which helps them develop innovative new travel apps quickly and efficiently,” stated Rabih Saab, President and Managing Director - EMEA and South Asia in a press release.

Iteris Launches Agriculture Weather Information Solution

Iteris, intelligent traffic management and weather information solutions leader, has expanded its ClearPath Ag cloud platform with a new API. The API for iOS, Android, and other computing
platforms provides access to high-resolution weather information and mapping visualization which allows for real-time decision making support. The new offering, titled ClearPath Ag Select, includes previously released ClearPath Ag APIs (i.e. historical weather data, weather forecasts, hail data, Nowcast, and a real-time Virtual Rain Gauge) and adds growing degree days and real-time access to high-resolution weather map tiles of current weather conditions, including composite radar, infrared radar and visible satellite, one and 24-hour precipitation, temperature, and wind speeds. To learn more, visit the ClearPath Ag site.
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As the world's leading source of news and information about Internet-based application programming interfaces (APIs), ProgrammableWeb.com is known as the Web's defacto journal of the API economy. Since it was founded in 2005, ProgrammableWeb has been chronicling the daily evolution of the global API economy while amassing the Web's most relied-on directory when it comes to discovering and searching for APIs to use in Web and mobile applications.